
Dryden – Freeville Trail Questionnaire 
 

Here are a few questions for you that will help us to design a better trail.  Thanks in 
advance for your input.  Please return to Debbie Gross, Town of Dryden, 65 East Main 
Street, Dryden NY 13053.  Circle the best response where appropriate. 
 
1.   Do you currently use the Jim Shug Trail?      YES    NO 
 
2.   If so, where do you park when you use the Jim Schug Trail? ___________________ 
 
3.   How often do you use it on average?    A) less than once per month      

B) a few times per month     C) once or twice a week    D) almost every day 
 
4.   How often do you think you might use the new trail?    A) less than once per month      

B) a few times per month     C) once or twice a week    D) almost every day 
 
5.   In general, consider how you would like to use trails in Dryden and rank the following 

possible uses (begin with the number 1 as your most important use). 
___ walking 
___ running 
___ biking 
___ cross country skiing 
___ pushing a stroller 
___ nature observation 
___ other:_____________________ 
 

6.   On a scale from 1 to 5, how important are the following features to you and your 
family and friends (where 1 is very important, and 5 is not at all important)? 
1 2 3 4 5   trailhead parking 
1 2 3 4 5   restrooms 
1 2 3 4 5   benches 
1 2 3 4 5   accessibility for wheelchair use 
1 2 3 4 5   directional signage 
1 2 3 4 5   interpretive signage….Any topics to suggest?_______________________ 
1 2 3 4 5   other:_______________________________ 
 

7.   Are there any key neighborhood destinations that should be linked to the trail if 
possible?____________________________________________________________ 

 
8.   Do you have any suggestions for a trail 

name?______________________________________________________________ 
 
9.   Would you be willing to make a financial contribution towards local trail 

development?   YES   NO     If so, what amount seems reasonable?_____________ 
 
10. Are you interested in helping with efforts to develop trails in Dryden?  YES  NO 
 
If you would like us to be able to contact you about trail development efforts, please 
share your contact information here: 
 
 
 
 
Feel free to use the back of this page for additional comments. 


